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Introduction

Since the publication of the initial American College of Cardiology (ACC)/American Heart Association (AHA) Methodology for the Selection and Creation of Performance
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Measures,1 there has been an explosion in the development and application of performance measures. Although initially envisioned as a means for physician-led quality-improvement efforts, performance measures have been primarily used as tools for accountability and performance-based reimbursement instead. Given the centrality of and experience with performance measures for quantifying healthcare quality, the American College of Cardiology Foundation (ACCF)/AHA Task Force on Performance Measures sought to update its methodology so that ongoing efforts to measure performance could benefit from emerging insights. The original methodology, proposed in 2005,1 remains the foundation for developing process performance measures. The principal recommendations of the 2005 report are summarized in Table 1. The 2010 report does not address detailed issues of analysis,3 pay for performance,4 or nonfinancial rewards for better performance5 because these topics have been addressed in other statements. The focus of the 2010 report is to provide a state-of-the-art perspective on the construction, collection, and emerging directions of performance measurement as a means to improve healthcare quality.

It is important to contextualize the creation of performance measures in light of the new and existing metrics for evaluating health care. Clinical practice guidelines, such as those developed by the ACCF/AHA Task Force on Practice Guidelines,6 remain the primary activity through which the rapidly evolving clinical literature is evaluated and synthesized. These guidelines provide an evidentiary review and recommendations that support patient care. Through direct linkages to scientific evidence, guidelines are the foundation underpinning most efforts to improve the quality of care. Appropriate use criteria identify common, prototypical patient subgroups for which expert clinicians, using available evidence from the guidelines and medical literature, assess the benefits and risks of a test or procedure on patient outcomes. Appropriate use criteria are a framework with which to examine the rational use of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures to support a more efficient use of medical resources, a major goal of the US healthcare system.7 Such criteria arose from the observation that use of procedures varied across the nation, and it was not clear whether some patients were undertreated or others overtreated. The primary goals of appropriate use criteria are to identify overuse (patients who received unnecessary therapy) to improve the safety and cost-effectiveness of care.

Performance measures that articulate discrete processes of care, as opposed to structural aspects of care or outcomes, are distinctly different from both clinical practice guidelines and appropriate use criteria because they represent a subset of the clinical guidelines for which the evidence is sufficiently strong: typically where the highest-quality evidence of benefit unequivocally exceeds risk (Class I recommendation, Level of Evidence: A).8 Failure to provide the therapy to an eligible patient means (patients who received unnecessary therapy) to improve the safety and cost-effectiveness of care.

### Table 1. ACCF/AHA Attributes of Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Factors</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
<th>Relevant Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to the potential performance measure</td>
<td>Evidence-based trials, strong clinical practice guideline recommendations for (Class I, Level of Evidence: A) or against (Class III, Level of Evidence: A) the measure</td>
<td>Establish reliability, Face, Content, Construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results in meaningful improvements in clinically important outcomes</td>
<td>Measures should be distributed across the domains of diagnosis, patient education, treatment, patient self-management, and serial monitoring of success of treatment</td>
<td>Feasibility, Reasonable effort, Reasonable cost, Reasonable time period for collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad sampling from multiple domains associated with the process of medical care (see Figure 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall assessment of measure by explicit, predefined criteria for inclusion in measurement set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Characteristics</th>
<th>Relevant Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Useful in improving patient outcomes</td>
<td>Interpretable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure design</td>
<td>Denominator precisely defined, Numerator precisely defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Established types of validity, Face, Content, Construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure implementation</td>
<td>Feasibility, Reasonable effort, Reasonable cost, Reasonable time period for collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall assessment by Performance Measures Writing Group</td>
<td>Overall assessment of measure by explicit, predefined criteria for inclusion in measurement set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Normand SL et al.2

---

2. New Insights Into the Selection of Possible Performance Measures

### 2.1. Abbreviations Used Throughout the Report

- AML: acute myocardial infarction
- CMS: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
D2B, American College of Cardiology Foundation Door-to-Balloon Alliance
EMRs, electronic medical records
ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
INR, international normalized ratio
IOM, Institute of Medicine
MI, myocardial infarction
NCQA, National Committee for Quality Assurance
NQF, National Quality Forum
PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention
PCPI, American Medical Association–Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement

2.2. Strength of Evidence

Initial recommendations for construction of a performance measurement set involved 1) evaluating the strength of evidence supporting a potential performance measure, 2) defining the clinical significance of the outcome most likely to be achieved by adherence to a performance measure, and 3) assessing the magnitude of the association between adherence to the potential performance measure and a clinically important outcome. Because there can be strong financial incentives for a manufacturer to have its diagnostic or therapeutic products included in a performance measure, a clearly articulated approach to the selection of performance measures is needed. The writing committee reviewed current perspectives to determine how to select performance measures that could improve patients’ health in clinically meaningful ways.

An important concept in the selection of performance measures is confidence that the selected measures will meaningfully improve the health—either survival or health status (patients’ symptoms, function, and quality of life)—of the population to whom the measures are applied. For performance measures other than outcomes, writing committees should clearly establish that the selected process or structural performance measures have a strong association with clinically meaningful outcomes. The strength of this association can be measured in a number of different ways through a qualitative or a quantitative assessment of the likely benefit and the range of uncertainty about the size of that benefit. Under the current paradigm, clinical practice guideline writing committees classify information obtained from mixtures of randomized clinical trials, nonrandomized studies, expert panel consensus, and case studies to create a hierarchical grading system. This system integrates the methodological quality of the underlying evidence (level of evidence, from the highest [A] to the lowest [C]) and the trade-off between benefit and risk (class of recommendation, from the highest [I] to the lowest [III]).8 In comparing risks and benefits, writing committees ultimately develop a qualitative sense that the benefits outweigh the risks. However, this qualitative assessment is usually based on the number and type of supportive studies rather than the clinical importance of the observed differences in outcome.6,8 By design this approach elevates ratings to those studies where statistically significant differences in outcomes are replicated in several randomized clinical trials. Reliance on statistically significant differences indicates that there was some benefit from the intervention, however. In an era where many studies use combined end points, though, rather than relying solely on mortality or quality of life, less-important outcomes (including surrogates) may drive the statistical significance of a trial. In fact, because industry-funded clinical trials are primarily designed to provide data to support regulatory approval of a novel treatment and because the US Food and Drug Administration often requires several supportive trials to grant approval, industry trials are often large and replicated. In contrast, nonindustry-sponsored trials, such as those sponsored by the National Institutes of Health or the Veterans Affairs healthcare system, are rarely repeated. Although replication of scientific findings is a key tenet in assessing cause and effect, the strength, accuracy, and clinical importance of the findings must also be weighed. The writing committee believes that an enhanced system for selecting potential performance measures that provides quantitative summaries of the impact on outcomes from adherence to the measure is needed.

Translation of clinical evidence into quantitative summaries for use in the development of performance measurement is challenging but feasible (see Online Appendix C). In particular, explicit assessments of the clinical importance of an observed finding, such as whether 1) the outcome was important and 2) whether the range of possible “true” differences between the treatment groups represents a clinically important difference in outcomes (see example E in Figure 1 of Online Appendix C) will enhance the understanding of the benefit. The writing committee believes that no hard and fast rules of minimal clinically important differences can be created outside the context of a particular intervention and outcome. But converting both survival and health status (e.g., being asymptomatic, having a clinically important improvement in function or health-related quality of life) benefits of treatment into meaningful summary metrics, such as number needed to treat with corresponding measures of uncertainty, could help writing committees establish a standard for their use in creating a performance measurement set. Reporting quantitative measures of comparative evidence, such as Bayes factors, will also help writing committees in their decision-making. Regardless of the approach used, writing committees should be explicit as to which outcomes and benefits were considered clinically important in recommending that an intervention be developed into a performance measure. This process would be much more straightforward if clinical trialists, when designing their studies, explicitly stated what defined a clinically important difference in outcomes for each of the end points assessed in the trial. Such routine reporting would markedly simplify the incorporation of study results into guidelines and performance measures.

The Task Force on Performance Measures recommends examining the evidence and range of clinically important benefits to provide quantitative evidence with which to assess the potential benefit of a proposed performance measure. A particular advantage to this approach is its formal specification of clinical benefit and the ability to systematically incorporate the range of available clinical evidence into a transparent analysis demonstrating the confidence with which a benefit of a certain magnitude might be gained from widespread adoption of the clinical practice. An explicit
benefits attained, especially because there are competing increased costs. This creates a need to balance costs against stances, however, effective therapies are also associated with opportunity for creating performance measures. In most circum-
toments as a performance measure (eg, feasibility of implementation), such treatments represent an ideal oppor-
tunity for maximizing the cost-effectiveness of a given therapy compared with an alternative, conditional on the cost of that therapy (ie, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio [ICER]). Unfortunately, although most cost-effectiveness studies have been conducted from a societal (ie, population-wide) perspective, significant hetero-
geneity remains in study designs (eg, in-trial analyses versus Markov models), costing methods (eg, microcosting versus macrocosting), measures of effectiveness, assumptions, and time horizons (eg, 3 years versus lifelong), and there is no consensus as to what ICER threshold (if one should even be put forth) would be considered cost-effective. Because of these considerations, there are significant limitations in comparing ICERs across studies. For example, the ICER for implantable cardioverter-defibrillator therapy for primary prevention varies from $34 000 to $235 000 per quality-adjusted life-year across different cost-effectiveness studies, depending on which patient subpopulations are considered. Moreover, a cost-effectiveness analysis is not sufficient to fully appreciate issues of cost because it does not provide a transparent reporting of the total cost burden of the intervention to society, which is determined by the cost of the therapy and the prevalence of the condition for which the therapy is indicated. As such, 2 therapies could have identical ICER estimates but vastly different impacts on a healthcare budget with competing demands.

There are other cost considerations for performance mea-
sures. In some cases a therapy may be more effective and less costly from a societal perspective, but its implementation may financially penalize clinicians or hospitals (eg, if the therapy prevents hospital readmissions or is poorly reimbursed by payers, such as higher nurse–patient ratios). In these circum-
stances, when a patient’s benefit is expected to increase and the total costs to society should decrease, realignment of dysfunctional economic reimbursements is needed to better align the financial paradigm so that the performance mea-
sures can be implemented without disadvantage to a partic-
ular component of the healthcare system.

Finally, providing incentives through pay for performance for physician compliance with performance measures may also have unintended consequences on cost-effectiveness. Such incentives may lead to physicians “gaming” the system. By using strategies such as aggressive screening and overdiagnosis, clinicians can appear to achieve better performance with some performance measures (eg, achieving higher rates of hemoglobin A1C [HbA1C] of <7.0 for patients with diabetes mellitus and blood pressure control for patients with hypertension) because their sicker patient population is “di-
luted” with patients having an early stage or milder forms of a condition. Such efforts only lead to increased population costs for treatment, decreased average net effectiveness of treatment, and, consequently, decreased cost-effectiveness (ie, higher ICERs). Moreover, the use of artificial thresholds to warrant payments may present a problem by rewarding a practice that achieves that threshold (eg, lowering HbA1C from...
7.1 to 6.9) rather than making a more substantive improvement in patient management (eg, lowering HbA1C from 12.0 to 7.5).

Recognizing both the responsibilities of advancing a more efficient healthcare system and the existing limitations and lack of standardized methods in assessing costs and cost-effectiveness, the Task Force on Performance Measures believes that a working committee should be created to develop recommendations and standards for applying considerations of cost and cost-effectiveness to the creation of performance measures, including any potential medicolegal consequences of explicitly considering cost considerations in performance measures. Because all performance measures writing groups will confront the challenge of having to integrate costs into their selection process, an overarching strategy needs to be developed and implemented.

3. New Insights Into the Construction of Performance Measures

3.1. Use of Exceptions in Performance Measures

One area of performance measure creation that has garnered significant attention in the past few years is the subject of exclusions. As noted in the initial methodology report,1 “Occasionally the denominator will exclude subsets of patients within the target population and the dimension of care for the performance measure” (p 1153). These exclusions might more accurately be termed exceptions because the data from these patients should still be captured for purposes of internal quality improvement analyses, even though the data may not be included in performance measurement reports. This also implies that the performance measure was at least considered for each potentially eligible patient, a primary goal of performance measures and the quality improvement that they are intended to facilitate. Provisions for exceptions should be made in most process and outcome measures that are used for accountability, including both provider compensation (pay for performance) and public reporting purposes. It is less critical to provide for exceptions when measures are used solely for internal quality improvement, although collection and use of these measures could still be useful to physicians in analyzing practice patterns. A detailed discussion of the logic for this perspective is provided in Online Appendix D.

According to a useful construct developed by the American Medical Association–Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement (PCPI), exceptions to the use of process-based performance measures can be documented on the basis of medical, patient, or system reasons.17 These major categories are further delineated into subcategories:

**Medical Reasons**
- Contraindicated (patient history of allergy, potential adverse drug reaction, other)
- Not indicated (already received/performed, not likely to benefit, other)
- Intolerant (therapy tried and patient could not tolerate it)
- Other medical reason(s)

**Patient Reasons**
- Patient preference
- Social reason(s)
- Religious reason(s)
- Economic reason(s)*
- Other patient reason(s)

**System Reasons**
- Resources to perform services not available
- Insurance coverage/payer-related limitations
- Service/treatment to be provided by another physician
- Other reasons attributable to healthcare delivery system

The principal advantage of such a categorization is the decreased burden of data collection. Rather than listing and collecting data on each potential contraindication—and given the virtually infinite number of unique situations that likely exist to justify when a performance measure should be responsibly withheld from a potentially eligible patient—it is now possible to merely select the category for which the performance measure is not appropriate. The writing committee continues to support this framing, given its advantages in improving the feasibility of performance measurement, but recognizes that there are potential problems with both the reproducibility of assigning a specific contraindication into the correct category and the possibility of “gaming” the performance assessment efforts by incorrectly excluding potentially eligible patients. To correct misclassification, either additional staff training or more accurate coding of electronic medical records (EMRs) is likely to be needed. Professional ethics and a structured audit system are the 2 most effective means of minimizing intentional manipulation of patient data to achieve artificially better performance reports. Selective auditing of practices with a large proportion of potentially eligible patients with exclusions might be one way of ensuring more accurate categorization of exclusions. Importantly, the writing committee believes that if a patient has a potential exclusion but receives the treatment, then that patient should be included in both the numerator and denominator of the measure. Finally, it is recognized that the use of patient-level exclusions has the potential to sustain or exacerbate disparities in care. In its report, “Unequal Treatment: Confronting Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Health Care,” the IOM acknowledges that poor (or culturally insensitive) presentations of treatment recommendations may potentially influence patient decisions.18 To the extent that the quality of medical explanations presented to different racial, ethnic, sex, or age groups varies, then patients may refuse treatment—a “patient-centered” exclusion—even though a better or more culturally sensitive explanation might have led the patient to

---

*Although the PCPI has placed economic reasons under System Reasons for exclusion because insurers can greatly influence both the tier and level of copayments that patients are required to pay, the writing committee thought that the choice to buy a medication is ultimately one made by the patient, and if the patient chose not to buy an expensive medication, it was appropriate to include this exclusion within the Patient Reasons category. Because the exclusion of a patient from the denominator of a performance measure is not influenced by the category of the exclusion, this should not alter current estimates of performance.
accept the therapy and receive it. This underscores the need to examine not only actual performance rates, but also the proportion of providers’ populations excluded so that outliers (e.g., those with large proportions of potentially eligible patients excluded) can be identified for further investigation.

In summary, the Task Force on Performance Measures supports the application of exclusions by removal of patients from the denominator. If a patient with a potential exclusion does in fact receive treatment, then the patient should be counted in both the numerator and denominator. This approach recognizes that some contraindications are relative, and if a clinician believes that the benefits of a treatment outweigh its risks, then the clinician should receive credit for successfully fulfilling the performance measure.

3.2. Considerations in the Use of Outcomes Measures

Outcomes measures are emerging as a critical component of the measurement portfolio. In 2007, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) began to publicly report the results of its National Quality Forum (NQF)–approved 30-day mortality measures for patients admitted with heart failure and acute myocardial infarction (AMI), respectively. In 2008, a 30-day mortality measure for pneumonia was added, and in 2009, 30-day readmission data for these conditions were added.19 Additional organizations, such as the Society for Thoracic Surgeons, have NQF-approved mortality measures. These measures are understood as complementing the process measures because they provide a broader perspective on the quality of care provided.20

The Task Force on Performance Measures recognizes significant strengths and limitations in the use of outcomes as performance measures. First, there is no debate as to the importance of clinically meaningful outcomes, such as mortality and health status.21 It therefore follows that the most interpretable and potentially important performance measures to patients are outcomes measures. Potential limitations include the fact that some patients are more likely to have adverse outcomes regardless of the quality of care received, and that the system should encourage, not discourage, care for such high-risk patients. One method for preventing negative consequences from treating the sickest patients is the use of risk adjustment to “level the playing field.” But even the best risk-adjustment models can explain only a modest proportion of the observed variation in outcomes. This may be a limitation if other unmeasured patient characteristics account for differences in outcomes or a strength if the unmeasured variance is due to differences in quality. In addition, for many outcomes, no well-validated risk-adjustment models exist.

The Task Force on Performance Measures recognizes that debate continues regarding the inclusion of specific risk-adjustment factors. A particularly controversial issue is whether race and socioeconomic status should be included in models. Some experts argue that these variables can carry important prognostic information that can improve the performance of the models and perhaps serve as surrogates for chronic diseases or poorly managed conditions before hospital admission. Others argue that these characteristics may be associated with the quality of care and that their inclusion may “adjust away” quality differences among providers, making it possible that those caring for vulnerable populations who perform poorly will not be identified. Finally, the clinical interpretation of models that adjust for race or sex would suggest that different outcomes for blacks or women are acceptable and could undermine the goal of equity in US health care.7 Consequently, the CMS measures do not adjust for race because of the concern of creating different standards of care by the use of these variables.

In 2006, the AHA published a consensus statement with the endorsement of the ACCF that articulated the key attributes of outcomes measures suitable for public reporting.22 In developing the statement, the writing group, which included clinicians, quality experts, a statistician, and policymakers, identified the following 7 preferred attributes:

1) clear and explicit definition of an appropriate patient sample
2) clinical coherence of model variables
3) sufficiently high-quality and timely data
4) designation of an appropriate reference time before which covariates are derived and after which outcomes are measured
5) use of an appropriate outcome and a standardized period of outcome assessment
6) application of an analytic approach that takes into account the multilevel organization of data
7) disclosure of the methods used to compare outcomes, including disclosure of performance of risk-adjustment methodology in derivation and validation samples

The Task Force on Performance Measures supports these standards in developing valid and useful outcomes-based performance measures, although several clear challenges exist in their application.

An example of such a challenge is in the use of outcomes to evaluate the quality of coronary revascularization. Current risk-adjustment methods are useful for comparing one provider’s performance against all other studied providers who have performed that procedure. But these same risk-adjusted results may not be appropriate for comparing one hospital with another, leading to errors in interpretation. Current outcomes-based mortality performance measures exist for both bypass surgery and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Because these treatments are handled separately, it is possible that 2 institutions with identical patient populations and performances may look very different. Online Appendix E outlines such a potential scenario for both periprocedural mortality outcomes and efficiency when bypass surgery and PCI are examined independently or together. To facilitate these comparisons between hospitals, it would be more appropriate to redefine the population of analyzed patients as those with significant obstructive coronary artery disease rather than create one stratum for those undergoing PCI and another for those being treated with bypass surgery. Consequently, the writing committee favors, wherever possible, using a clinical condition and state rather than a procedure as the basis for applying an outcomes-based performance measure. Nevertheless, all of the domains articulated by this
Another outcome measure relates to patient health status. Several performance measurement sets include the assessment of patients’ symptoms and function—a process—as measures of healthcare quality meeting the dimension of care associated with serial monitoring of patients. The results of these assessments, although not currently reported, would be a clinically important outcome measure and could provide quantitative information on the variability in symptom control and quality of life of outpatients with coronary disease or heart failure. A recent national study of primary care clinics in Australia examined the proportion of each clinic’s patients with coronary disease who had weekly or more frequent episodes of angina. The results showed that although 14% of clinics had no patients with weekly angina, 18% of clinics, more than half of patients had weekly angina (weekly episodes of angina across the 207 clinics ranged from 0% to 100%). However, until robust risk-adjustment models are developed, these outcomes are likely better used as tools for quality improvement than accountability.

The use of outcomes measures as indicators of quality are currently best understood as tools to assist hospitals and healthcare professionals to understand their performance. Because not all adverse events represent a failure of quality, given that some events cannot be averted even with the highest-quality care, the goal of outcomes-based assessments is to show relative differences in performance across delivery systems so that those with the worst performance may reflect on ways to improve care or to learn from those with the best performance.

### 3.3. Numbers of Measures

The proliferation of agencies and entities developing performance measures, often with different methodological rigor, goals, and perspectives, is creating an unmanageable burden for providers that threatens to undermine the stated goal of performance measurement: to improve the quality of health care. Not only do professional organizations, such as the ACCF, the AHA, and the PCPI, create performance measures within a given disease, but payers (eg, CMS, United Healthcare, Blue Cross/Blue Shield) and other accrediting bodies (eg, the National Committee for Quality Assurance [NCQA]) also create unique measures for the same condition(s). Consequently, even when the same process of care is being evaluated, subtle differences in measure specifications can lead to a marked administrative burden in properly providing the requisite data, as well as differences in results. It is therefore possible that different assessors examining the same patients may reach different conclusions about a provider’s performance. Because these differences can be attributable to the method of assessment rather than the quality of care provided, they have the potential to undermine trust and confidence in the system and can impair the capability of performance measurements to be used to improve care. The Task Force on Performance Measures strongly supports the need to attain national consensus on a limited number of measures that are universally accepted by all who are interested in performance assessment. Toward that end, the task force has been actively engaged with other professional organizations (eg, the PCPI) and payers (eg, the Joint Commission, CMS, NCQA) to achieve consensus on definitions of these measures. Yet the different perspectives of these different bodies sometimes make reconciliation difficult. These differences are being negotiated to achieve balance between the available clinical evidence, the need to have clinical rather than administrative data, and feasibility. By using the same measures with the same definitions and a reasonable number of requisite data elements, consistent collection and benchmarking is likely to be far more feasible.

The Task Force on Performance Measures recommends 2 additional strategies to limit the number of measures. First, the NQF has emerged as a national clearinghouse for vetting and approving measures. On the one hand, this provides a valuable validation of the methodology used to create measures and should theoretically elevate the quality of a performance measurement set. On the other hand, it also accepts measures from multiple different entities and has the potential to include measures that are built from data systems (eg, administrative data, proprietary date ranges surrounding a seminal event) that are opaque to clinicians, create administrative costs to understand and contest, and are not sufficiently actionable so that they cannot be used for quality improvement, the ultimate purpose of any quality-assessment program. Over time, a vetting process such as that provided by the NQF should limit the number of measures to only those that have the greatest potential to achieve the goal of improving healthcare quality. Currently, CMS is reporting only measures that have been endorsed by the NQF.

The other promising approach is the creation of measure sets for a given disease and rotation of selected measures over time. By selecting a subset of measures to be used, a much more practical data collection effort that can be more easily accomplished by a larger number of practices and institutions can be undertaken and linked to meaningful quality improvement. The national Door-to-Balloon (D2B) Alliance, which reduced delays in performance of primary PCI, is a notable example of this approach. What is needed is a national consensus on which measures should be used over what period of time. Ideally such a decision-making body would include payers (for their pay-for-performance programs), regulators (for accreditation and public reporting), methodologists, and clinician representatives of those who care for patients with the disease under assessment. Over time, some measures would be retired and others introduced. Ideally, when the subset of measures to be selected is defined, measures from all of the multiple dimensions of care would be chosen so that a more comprehensive assessment of quality health care could be attained. Those measures that are not actively being used to quantify performance, either because there is inadequate variability in care, difficulties in collection, or insufficient data to support their elevation as performance measures could still be used as quality metrics. A recent statement by the ACCF and AHA delineates the differences between these 2 types of measures.
3.4. Modification and Retirement of Measures

To date there has been a strong push to expand the number and diversity of the performance measures portfolio to provide a more complete assessment of quality. However, there is also a need to periodically reconsider whether previously established performance measures should be modified or retired. This can occur for several reasons. First, new scientific evidence may come to light that changes the previous consensus views regarding a measure. An example of such a change is the use of early beta-blocker therapy for patients with AMI. This performance measure was originally based on older trials that found that acute beta-blocker therapy reduced postinfarction angina, arrhythmias, and reinfarction risks. More contemporary trials, however, that found acute beta-blocker therapy had no net impact on mortality. Although such therapy reduced deaths from arrhythmias, it also increased risks for cardiogenic shock in certain subpopulations.

On the basis of changes in guideline recommendations, the ST-Elevation and Non–ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction Performance Measures Writing Committee determined that early beta-blocker therapy should be dropped from the measure set, citing the complexity required to distinguish patients who benefit from this therapy from those who may be harmed. Similarly, because cigarette smoking is known to have a detrimental impact on cardiovascular health and there is evidence that high-intensity behavioral and pharmacological therapies can help patients quit, smoking cessation counseling was developed as a performance measure for several conditions. But recent studies found a striking discordance between hospital performance on this measure and the rates at which patients actually quit smoking after myocardial infarction (MI). These data suggest the need for reevaluation of the smoking cessation measure.

A second reason for modifying or dropping a performance measure is that collection of the data necessary to calculate the measure is prohibitively complex or expensive. In some cases these issues can be corrected with clearer instructions, more training, or minor changes in the numerator or denominator of the measure.

A third reason for considering revision or retirement of a measure is if its use has unintended adverse consequences. An example of this was recently raised regarding a performance measure to give intravenous antibiotics for community-acquired pneumonia within 4 hours of diagnosis. Although rapid administration of antibiotics is beneficial for patients with pneumonia, the metric has been criticized because it may pressure clinicians to administer antibiotics despite diagnostic uncertainty and may lead to overtreatment. Similar concerns have been raised that the current ACCF/AHA performance measure for D2B within 90 minutes may lead to an increase in false-positive activation of cardiac catheterization for patients with suspected ST-elevation MI. Although, in this case, the net benefits of the D2B measure likely outweigh the risks, such examples highlight the need to carefully study the real-world impact of performance measures on provider care and patient outcomes to minimize unintended consequences.

A final reason for retiring a measure is when there is limited to no room for further improvement in performance and clinical practice reaches near-perfection. Currently, several MI performance measures are achieving asymptotic “ceilings” of performance, including aspirin at arrival and discharge, as well as beta-blocker use at discharge for patients with AMI. This achievement of near-perfection in performance should be seen as a celebration for the field and a mark of success of the performance measure and quality-improvement cycle. Yet, ever conscious of the burden of data collection on the provider, some have argued for consideration of retiring these metrics. Retirement of a performance measure because of its success, however, should also be carefully monitored, because there is a risk that ending active measurement may lead to provider complacency and ultimately a regression in performance. As noted in Section 3.3, recycling measures after a period of dormancy can both assess the sustainability of the original performance assessment effort and reinforce the need for this process of care.

4. New Insights Into the Implementation of Performance Measures

Although the initial publication addressing the methodology for measures creation and selection explicitly called for feasibility testing before endorsement of performance measures, this has rarely been done. The writing committee wanted to emphasize the importance of preliminary testing of proposed measures in local, regional, or national projects before application for purposes of accountability. Congruent with this perspective, the NQF has begun issuing only time-limited endorsements of proposed measures pending demonstration of their feasibility. A number of potential barriers exist that could render an otherwise valuable potential performance measure impractical to collect in clinical practice.

The burden of data collection has emerged as a primary challenge to implementation of performance measures. Not only do multiple performance measures often exist for a particular condition, but patients also have multiple diseases, so that it is not practical or possible to collect all measures for all patients. This situation is compounded, in particular, by the superiority of clinical data over administrative data one encounters when seeking to quantify the quality of health care. The concepts described in this report, including elevating the evidentiary threshold for endorsing a performance measure, simplifying the inclusion/exclusion criteria, limiting the number of measures, and retiring measures, may all lead to a more parsimonious, feasible measurement set for quality improvement and accountability.

A second critical aspect of collecting performance data is the integration of data collection through the process of providing care. To the extent that extra work is needed to provide the data required for performance assessment, the more unsustainable such a program will become. An important responsibility of performance measures writing committees is to consider how data elements can be acquired throughout the transactions of a clinical encounter without requiring the collection and recording of additional data at a clinical visit. The challenge for the Task Force on Performance Measures is to consider how multiple measurement sets for different conditions, the similarity of measure
construction across diseases, and the totality of ACCF/AHA-approved measures might affect a clinical practice or institution.

Although EMRs would seem to offer a potential solution, this is not currently the case. Many systems are unable to export the collected data to other entities for performance assessment and improvement, have data definitions that are not congruent with those used by the developers of performance measures (eg, the ACCF/AHA data standards) and may require “pop-ups” and other prompts that are increasingly ignored by practitioners frustrated by the perception that these aids are interfering with efficient patient care. It is important that the effort to create exporting functions from EMR systems in standard formats be accelerated so that those who use EMRs can more efficiently participate in quality assessment and improvement efforts. Although alternatives, such as the patient flow sheets proposed by the PCPI and prior ACCF/AHA performance measures writing committees, still have some potential to help in performance measurement, a range of strategies for data collection needs to be considered by writing committees. In addition, it would be valuable for experts in medical informatics to participate in such writing groups, given the unique perspective and knowledge required to convert clinical logic into code.

Beyond the challenges of data collection, other insights have emerged over the past several years, including the need to develop “windows” around timeframes for performance. For example, although it is reasonable to state that cholesterol levels should be assessed every year in a patient with chronic stable coronary artery disease, a patient assessed in the last week of December one year and the first week of January in the following year, 12½ months later, would not meet the measure. Even more challenging is the current requirement for a patient with atrial fibrillation to have an international normalized ratio (INR) measurement every month. Even if for a patient with atrial fibrillation to have an international normalized ratio (INR) measurement every month, whereas in other months there might be none. The proliferation of efforts to measure, publicly report, or reward healthcare providers has focused attention on the need to ensure that performance measures comprehensively represent the quality of care, including sampling from among the multiple dimensions of care identified in the original methods report. Composite quality of care measures are increasingly being developed and deployed. A composite measure is a single measure of a construct that is defined in terms of ≥2 individual measures. Although composite measures have many advantages, their construction, development, and validation require more attention than that needed for individual performance measures for a number of reasons.

Several lessons have been learned with the construction of composite quality measures. First, standard psychometric properties of composites, such as reliability, accuracy, and predictive validity, may be difficult to demonstrate. In particular, there may be no universal standard for some composite measures. Consequently, other quality or health measures should be shown to be related to the composite. Individual measures that make up the composite performance measure should contribute unique information to the underlying construct but at the same time should not differ from the other components of the composite.

Second, the scoring methods used to create the composite measure deserve serious consideration. A scoring method is the rule used to combine the individual components of the composite. Common methods of combining individual components include all-or-none rules, where a success is declared if any of the specified components are met; conjunctive scoring; any rules, where a success is declared if any of the specified components are met; compensatory scoring; and empirically weighted rules, where a number is produced using the variability in the data to determine the weight of each component (factor analytically derived or item response theory derived). It is important to note, however, that these methods can lead to different conclusions.

Third, although missing data always pose a problem in any analysis, the extent and impact of missing data can be hidden depending on the scoring rule. Moreover, the scoring strategy however, there was an association between the presence of an inpatient smoking cessation program with patients stopping smoking after discharge. Although not definitive, these findings suggest that the quality of counseling achieved may influence behavior and that failure to quantify or specify the quality of counseling efforts may lead to a measure that is not associated with a clinically meaningful outcome. From this experience, future performance measurement writing groups need to be confident that proposed performance measures can be adequately quantified so that the expected benefits from adherence to the measure can deliver the expected benefits in outcome.
may affect how missing data are handled. For all-or-none rules, if a single component of the composite is missing, then the composite is missing; however, for any rules, as long as one component is observed to have met success, the composite is observed. Strategies for handling missing data in the scoring rule must be transparent and valid.

Fourth, because some individual performance measures may be continuous (health status) and some may be binary (within-range blood pressure), statistically combining such measures requires some thought. Most applied researchers will try to solve this problem by converting all individual components into the same scale. Although this is an easy solution, it is associated with a loss of information.

To address these challenges, the ACCF/AHA Task Force on Performance Measures has developed a position statement on composite measures. In addition, several professional organizations have developed recommendations for the development of valid composite measures. The NQF has created a consensus report that has outlined a composite evaluation framework. Only those composite measurements aligned with these recommendations will be considered as potential performance measures. The Task Force on Performance Measures recommends that composite performance measures follow the criteria described by the ACCF/AHA 2010 Position Statement on Composite Measures for Healthcare Performance Assessment as outlined in Table 2.

5.2. Attribution

The majority of patients who have cardiovascular disease have multiple comorbidities and hence often have multiple healthcare providers within a single system of care or among different systems of care. The complexity of measuring the quality of coordinated cardiovascular care across multiple healthcare professionals and multiple settings is compounded by the difficulty in establishing the appropriate individual, institution, or healthcare system to which to assign attribution or accountability. Although some aspects of care and care coordination are suitable for measurement at the level of the individual and appropriate accountability lies with the individual provider, others are more appropriate for measurement at the group, institutional, or system level.

The IOM has called for measurement approaches that foster shared accountability. In such measures, all members of the healthcare team(s) are held accountable for quality and efficiency of care. The IOM has identified gaps in current performance measurement sets, including too few measures of patient-centered care, too few focusing on more than a narrow time window, and too few with more than a narrow focus of accountability beyond individual provider actions.

The NQF has endorsed measures for efficiency of episodes of care across the continuum of care that focus on quality and efficiency of care as perceived by the patient rather than by the healthcare provider or institution. In this construct the framework for efficiency measurement addresses all levels of the healthcare system, including individual providers, provider organizations, and communities. From the patient’s perspective, an episode of care is not a discrete encounter or hospitalization but a longitudinal experience that may last months to years or even an entire lifetime. For example, the patient’s experience of an AMI does not begin and end with the D2B time but encompasses the full spectrum from onset of chest discomfort through activation of an emergency medical system, the hospital experience, discharge planning, and return to long-term outpatient care and rehabilitation. In some cases this experience also entails end-of-life planning and palliative care. There are multiple real and potential gaps in care related to the many transitions in this definition of an episode of care. For a hospital discharge, this would include, among others, medication reconciliation, transmission of the discharge record, timeliness of postdischarge tests and services, and patient understanding of the discharge plan and care needed. New longitudinal measures need to be developed to fill gaps in the episode-of-care framework related to transitions from inpatient to outpatient settings (and vice versa), transitions among health systems, changes in the plan of care, and transitions and hand-offs among multiple providers. Care coordination is essential because these transitions can be disconnected, uncoordinated, and unsafe. Assigning attribution in this framework is difficult and can only be accomplished by assuming that there is shared accountability for the quality of care provided across all providers, institutions, and systems involved in the episode of care.

The concept of an accountable care organization, based on the local delivery system (eg, a multispecialty group practice or hospital and extended professional staff) from which patients receive the majority of their care, rather than the individual practitioner, has been proposed as a first step in creating the sense of shared accountability. The patient-centered medical home also promotes shared accountability, because members of the team are equally responsible for satisfactory delivery of the care plan. When patients transition among different delivery systems, however, measures also need to aggregate care and care coordination across sites and over time to operationalize the concept of shared accountability.

Thus, the concept of shared accountability may be effective in well-organized systems of care that exist for some patients, such as those enrolled in the Veterans Affairs system, but would be associated with pitfalls and unintended consequences if applied at the provider or institutional level for the majority of patients who transition over time among providers and care sites. For example, length of stay will be prolonged if an institution transfers patients only to preferred nursing homes (and a bed is not available at that facility), and acute cardiac care will be diminished if an institution refuses transfer of patients from another institution considered to be of poorer quality. Conversely, current performance measures may exclude patients who are transferred from one institution (where a procedural complication may have occurred) to another institution, so that neither institution may have the adverse outcome attributed to their system. Some aspects of quality of care of acute coronary syndromes are related to the emergency preparedness of the community, such as 9-1-1 responsiveness and availability of rapid transfer between institutions, and this may be beyond the ability of the medical profession to control. Finally, there would also be unique methodological issues in implementing a system.
of shared attribution related to feasibility and determination of sample sizes needed for measurement. The Task Force on Performance Measures recommends that the concept of shared accountability undergo appropriate field testing before there is further consideration of implementation. However, it would be prudent for hospitals to examine and reengineer their processes of discharge planning, patient education/self-management, and communication with community physicians and nurses if they wish to improve hand-offs and decrease 30-day mortality and readmission rates. This could be an important first step toward shared accountability.

### Table 2. Choosing Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Factors</th>
<th>New Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidence that adherence to a potential performance measure would result in meaningful improvements in clinically important outcomes</td>
<td>The methodology and logic by which a performance measure was selected, with a clear description of anticipated benefits on meaningful clinical outcomes, should be disclosed by the writing committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of measure</td>
<td>Explicit demonstration that application of the performance measure to patients is associated with an acceptable ICER. An estimate of the societal burden of more complete adherence to the performance measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes measures</td>
<td>The outcomes to be considered must be clinically relevant, including mortality, irreversible morbidity, and health status (symptoms, function, and quality of life), and surrogate outcomes should be avoided. Previously published recommendations for publicly reported outcomes should be followed. Risk adjustment, with carefully selected clinical variables and explicit consideration of demographic characteristics, must be available to render observations interpretable. Where possible the population should represent a disease state rather than a procedure applied to a subset of that population.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure Characteristics</th>
<th>New Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of exceptions</td>
<td>Exclusions of patients from the denominator of a performance measure are reasonable and should be broadly grouped into ● medical ● patient ● system-based reasons for why the patient was not eligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of measures</td>
<td>To minimize the number of measures, efforts at creating a national consensus, involving all stakeholders, on measures to be used for a specified period of time for accountability, pay for performance, and quality-improvement efforts should be developed. Although performance measure writing committees should create a full complement of measures for a disease, the NQF should select only a subset of these for use at any particular time. The subset should include measures from multiple dimensions of care to facilitate a more complete assessment of quality. Measures should be retired when new evidence questions the association of those measures with clinically meaningful outcomes or performance is so high that there is little room for future improvement. Retired measures should be considered for reassessment in future years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility of data collection</td>
<td>Data collection should occur prospectively through routine transactions of medical care because retrospective collection of data is not sustainable. EMR companies need to create and support export of data using standardized formats so that a greater number of providers can participate in national quality-assessment programs. Measures need to be developed in a way that recognizes the longitudinal patient care experience and creates “windows” for capturing performance that are practical and clinically interpretable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite measures</td>
<td>The psychometric properties of these measures, including reliability, accuracy, and predictive validity, should be demonstrated. The purpose, intended audience, and scope of a composite measure should be explicitly stated. The individual measures used to create a composite measure should be evidence-based and reliable. The methodology used for weighting and combining individual measures into a composite performance measure should be transparent and empirically tested. Composite performance measure reporting by providers should include a measure of the degree of uncertainty surrounding composite estimates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribution</td>
<td>Accountability is an important opportunity to improve practice. It is essential that those held accountable have the processes of care being assessed under their locus of control. More methodological work is needed for promotion of the concept of shared accountability for evaluating transitions in care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EMR indicates electronic medical record; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; and NQF, National Quality Forum.
6. Conclusion
This update to the methodology of performance measure selection and creation seeks to clarify key challenges and opportunities to elevate the science of quality assessment and improvement. Experience since the publication of the initial methodology report has identified critical opportunities to improve the selection, construction, implementation, and interpretation of performance measures (Table 2). With respect to the selection of potential measures, there is a pressing need to elevate the transparency and rigor by which the evidence supporting a performance measure is synthesized, including a focus on clinically meaningful outcomes, and the need to express the costs, both incremental cost-effectiveness and overall societal costs, associated with a potential performance measure. With respect to the construction of performance measures, refinement of patient eligibility, considerations in the use of outcomes, and the number of measures and their retirement have all emerged as important opportunities to improve the process of performance measure creation. With respect to implementation of performance measures, challenges have emerged that require ever-greater scrutiny of the importance of potential performance measures to quality improvement and the need to create measures that can be feasibly collected. Finally, with respect to the analysis and interpretation of performance measures, careful attention to and testing of composite measures and the attribution of performance measures to appropriately accountable units need to be tested before implementation. Although these recommendations substantially increase the complexity and work involved in creating performance measures, the Task Force on Performance Measures believes that following these processes will elevate the consistency and quality of new measures and improve the processes of quality improvement so that patients and society may benefit from higher-quality cardiovascular care.
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Appendix E: The Challenge of Using Procedures Versus Patient Scenarios in Applying Outcomes as Performance Measures

To amplify the concern of selecting a clinical state as the appropriate denominator of patients in whom to apply an outcome-based performance measure, consider patients with chronic angina and 2-vessel coronary disease at intermediate risk for periprocedural death. Hospital A preferentially referred such patients to coronary artery bypass surgery (CABG), whereas Hospital B referred them for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Such patients would likely lower the average periprocedural mortality rate for both CABG and PCI at Hospital A while increasing them for both CABG and PCI at Hospital B. Given the limitations of risk adjustment and the modest proportion of outcomes explained, it is not possible to rely on risk adjustment alone to completely level the playing field between these 2 hospitals.

This same logic also applies to examination of efficiency by procedures rather than disease states. In using procedures rather than the patient as the denominator for analysis, it turns out that episodes of care, from which costs and efficiency are calculated, are derived from sentinel procedures (eg, CABG) rather than management of patients with a particular condition (eg, coronary artery disease [CAD] requiring coronary revascularization). Consider the same 2 hospitals with different practice styles for coronary revascularization as described above: Hospital A (dotted lines) uses PCI 80% of the time and CABG 20% of the time, whereas Hospital B (solid lines) uses PCI 20% of the time and CABG 80% of the time. Assume that the average cost of PCI is $20,000 at
Hospital A and $15,000 at Hospital B, whereas the cost of CABG is $55,000 at Hospital A and $50,000 at Hospital B.

Using the current efficiency methodology, Hospital B seems far more efficient than Hospital A at managing these 100 patients with acute myocardial infarction because the costs of both procedures are lower. As shown in Figure 1, however, if patients with CAD who require revascularization were used as the denominator (rather than procedures), it would be apparent that Hospital B costs far more than Hospital A. Accordingly, the Task Force on Performance Measures believes that it is a research priority to begin developing the methodology to calculate efficiency at the patient level rather than the procedural level.1,2
Figure 1. Comparing PCI and CABG Procedures
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Appendix C: Establishing the Strength of Evidence

Conventional Inference

The evidence used to support a guideline or performance measure is currently exclusively based on “frequentist” approaches to assessing benefit. This approach focuses on $P$ values and confidence intervals (CIs).\textsuperscript{1-3} A $P$ value or observed significance level provides a measure of the inconsistency of the data with respect to a specific hypothesis. For example, in clinical trials investigators prespecify a significance level that represents the maximum probability they will tolerate for rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. If a maximum risk of 5\% of incorrectly rejecting the hypothesis is tolerable, weighed against the consequences of such a wrong decision, then the significance level will be 0.05. However, because $P$ values are dependent on sample size, for decision-making purposes, a $P$ value of 0.001 does not necessarily provide more support for rejecting the null hypothesis than one of 0.05. CIs, in contrast, provide an assessment of the accuracy of a point estimate of a treatment effect. If investigators were to repeat a study 100 times under exactly the same conditions and compute 95\% CIs, 95 of the 100 intervals would contain the true treatment effect.

Despite the historical reliance of the interpretation of clinical trials from a frequentist perspective, complementary approaches to evaluate the strength of evidence are available. Bayesian inference provides one such approach. A formal quantitative algorithm for the construction of guidelines using Bayes’ theorem\textsuperscript{1,4-8} involves integrating the clinical trial evidence with prior belief. Prior belief can range from a skeptical point
of view embodied in the null hypothesis (the treatment is expected to produce no
reduction in risk) to an enthusiastic point of view embodied in the alternative hypothesis
(the treatment is expected to produce a specific clinically important reduction in risk).4,8
In most applications, prior belief is non-informative in the sense that all plausible benefits
are permitted. The strength of evidence is often summarized using a Bayes factor which
is a measure of how well 2 competing hypotheses predict the data. Suppose in a trial of
experimental versus placebo group outcomes, a Bayes factor of 1 is observed. This is
interpreted to mean that the evidence supports the null hypothesis as strongly as it does
the alternative hypothesis; if the Bayes factor were 1/10 then the evidence supports the
null hypothesis (no difference in treatment groups) 1/10 as strongly as it does the
alternative. Practical guidelines for interpreting Bayes factors exist.9 Bayes factors
provide a substantially different perspective than $P$ values. Specifically, $P$ values cannot
represent measures of comparative evidence because $P$ values, by construction, assume
the null hypothesis is true.

Another complementary approach to evaluate the strength of evidence, proposed
by Sackett, is a critical evaluation of the CIs.10 If the summary treatment effect is large,
and the CIs are precise, such that even the lower CIs of the effect would be considered
clinically important, then the strength of evidence is greater. The decision whether a
particular difference is clinically important would ideally depend on the seriousness and
the frequency of the outcome of interest.

No particular guidelines exist for deciding that the magnitude of a distinction is
“clinically significant” or “practically important.”2 Consequently, there has been a
tendency to equate statistical significance with clinical importance. In some instances,
statistically significant results may not be clinically important (ie, a small magnitude of
difference in studies with large sample size) and, conversely, statistically insignificant
results do not completely rule out the possibility of clinically important effects (ie, large
magnitudes of difference in studies with insufficient power/sample size). Ideally, clinical
practice guidelines would explicitly assess both the statistical significance and clinical
importance of evidence in order to evaluate the potential of a proposed intervention to
improve human health. Those therapies for which there was adequate certainty of benefit
as well as good evidence for a clinically important effect would be those most
appropriately targeted by performance measurement.

The Task Force on Performance Measures felt that no hard and fast rules of
minimal clinically important differences (MCID) could be created outside the context of
a particular intervention and outcome. However, converting the benefits of therapy on
both survival and health into numbers-needed-to-treat could help writing committees
establish a justifiable standard for their use in creating a performance measurement set.

To illustrate the types of data derived from clinical studies, Figure 1 demonstrates
the range of effect sizes and CIs that might be obtained relative to a hypothetical MICD.
Example A exemplifies a treatment estimate that is “statistically not significant and
clinically not important,” because the entire CI lies to the right of MCID and crosses the
null line. Example B describes a treatment benefit that is “statistically not significant but
may be clinically important” because the CI crosses the MCID as well as the null lines
consistent with an indeterminate effect. A “statistically significant but not clinically
important” intervention is diagrammed in Example C, where the entire CI lies between
the MCID and the null line, whereas a “statistically significant and potentially clinically
important” intervention is shown in Example D, where the CI is centered to the left of MCID and does not cross the null. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line. A “statistically significant and clinically important” treatment is shown in Example E, where the entire CI lies to the left of the MCID line.

Most clinical trials are only large enough to generate C- or D-type results, that is, better than nothing, while an E-type result would be what is most desired in defining an “established effective therapy”. This is, however, most commonly achieved through very large studies, those with very large treatment benefits or through meta-analyses of several comparable trials. Nevertheless, one can reasonably argue that only Class IA recommendations that meet the criterion of “established effective therapy” should qualify as performance measures.
Figure 1. Graphic demonstration of statistically significant and clinically important treatment benefits.²,¹⁰ Five trial results (A to E) and their interpretation with reference to zero effect (a risk ratio of 1.0) and a minimal clinically important difference (MCID) of 15% risk difference (corresponding to a risk ratio of 0.85) are shown. Treatment effects (double arrows) are expressed as 95% confidence intervals.
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Appendix D: The Clinical Rationale for the Use of Exclusions in Performance Measurement

Medical exceptions allow for physician clinical judgment to be factored into performance measurement. No matter how carefully performance measures are constructed, there are always patients for whom the intervention or medication does not apply. For instance, comorbidities such as terminal cancer may make the prescription of certain medications or implementation of some interventions futile. In addition, for a given patient, new evidence available to the physician from clinical trials (or, in the future, pharmacogenomics) may point to a superior alternative to the intervention or drug called for in the measure. No matter how frequently practice guidelines and performance measures are updated, these sorts of situations will always arise.

Clinical judgment is also important when exceptions represent relative contraindications to drugs or procedures. In these instances, patients who qualify for one of these exceptions might still receive the intervention after the physician has carefully considered the entire clinical picture. The patient would then be captured in both the measure’s numerator and denominator and would not be excluded from analysis.

Exceptions also create greater comparability among denominator populations. This holds true for medical, patient, and system exceptions. Not only is it desirable to have clinically more homogeneous denominators, but it is also important to “level the playing” field in terms of socioeconomic factors in order not to discriminate against physicians who care for disadvantaged populations and thereby risk aggravating healthcare disparities.1 Of course, the opposite also holds true when measuring at the
system or societal level in that allowing such exceptions can serve to condone such 
disparities. In addition, the use of exceptions also reduces the risk of penalizing 
physicians who care for medically complex patients.

Patient exceptions allow for inclusion of patient preferences in performance 
measures. Patient autonomy and the principle of respect for persons require that informed 
patients be allowed to choose whether or not to accept a medical intervention or to take a 
medication. This, of course, assumes that patients or their surrogates are well informed 
about their options. If a patient exception is identified, the physician should document in 
the record that the patient or patient’s representative was adequately informed about the 
recommended test, procedure, or treatment, including its risks and benefits. The 
physician should also document that alternative approaches were also discussed. 
However, requiring all of the elements of informed consent as is done in clinical trials 
would be impractical in the practice setting and would likely add little value.

Finally, exceptions help to avoid the moral hazard of providing incentives for care 
that would be inappropriate for a given patient. Without the ability to use exceptions in 
accountability measures, physicians might be tempted to employ diagnostic and 
therapeutic options that are not in the patient’s best interests in order to “meet the 
performance measure.”

Special Considerations in the Use of Exceptions

A number of special considerations about the use of exceptions are worthy of 
comment. First, not all performance measures require exceptions in all 3 categories, and 
some do not require exceptions at all. For instance, it would generally not be appropriate
to apply exceptions to structural measures, such as the presence of accreditation of an ambulatory imaging center. In addition, it would not be necessary to use exceptions in measures that call for interventions or treatments to be “considered” rather than actually implemented, because a physician could always consider an intervention or treatment no matter what the clinical, patient, or socioeconomic circumstances. In other words, the exception decision is “built into” the consideration process.

Secondly, whenever exceptions are allowed, physicians should be required to document in the medical record the rationale for their use in specific cases. The documentation need not be extensive but should make it clear that the action called for in the measure was indeed considered but not performed, and it should delineate the alternative course of action to be taken.

The third consideration is the classification of economic exceptions. One could make an argument that such exceptions are not system reasons for excluding patients from a measure as they are classified in the American Medical Association Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement construct but are instead patient reasons. Some patients, for instance, may not have insurance because they chose to spend their money on other discretionary items even though they could have afforded the premiums. Nevertheless, because of the multiple factors that have an impact on insurance coverage, most of which are beyond the control of the individual patient, it would seem appropriate, granted a bit arbitrary, to classify these as system exceptions. Having said that, there will be instances where it is clear that the reason a given patient declines a test or treatment is economic but not related to affordability. (“I prefer to spend my money on cigarettes and not on copays for my cholesterol drug.”) In such instances the exception should be classified in the Patient category.
Fourth is the controversial issue of physician “gaming” of the system. Some—generally payers—express angst that allowing physicians to use exceptions would give them the opportunity to use those exceptions inappropriately to make their performance appear better than it actually is. This, of course, is an issue only when measures are used for physician accountability purposes. Although at first glance it might appear that physicians could indeed be tempted to pad their numbers when used for public reporting or reimbursement purposes, a closer examination raises significant questions over whether or not this is likely to happen with any frequency.

Most interventions, medications, and procedures around which performance measures are built are those in which there is a significant gap in physician or healthcare team performance. This sort of gap generally arises because providers either do not know the requirement or forget about it. In either instance, the provider is not likely to list an exception to the measure. Exceptions will be used when a physician recognizes that a patient otherwise qualifies for the performance measure. In other words, the physician is aware of the requirement in the instances where exceptions are invoked. One can only speculate why a physician would inappropriately use an exception in this circumstance rather than provide the service called for in the measure. It does not seem that such inappropriate use of exceptions would be very common.

A final point is that not much is known about the use of exceptions in physician performance measurement because this remains a nascent field and there has been little robust testing of measures. Cardio-HIT is a study funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality of the use of American College of Cardiology Foundation/American Heart Association/American Medical Association Physician
Consortium for Performance Improvement measures in the electronic health records of several large physician groups. Phase II of this study, which should be published in the near future, deals specifically with exception reporting and should begin to provide the sort of data that measures developers will need to refine the use of exceptions in their future work.
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